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The Gram-Sommerville and Gauss-Bonnet Theorems and 
Combinatorial Geometric Measures for 
Noncompact Polyhedra 
BEIFANG CHEN* 
Some non-numerical curvature functions are introduced for noncompact and 
unbounded polyhedcra in an afline space over an ordered field in this paper. With 
these functions the generalized Gram-Sommerville and Gauss-Bonnet theorems are 
obtained and are found to be dual. The Euler characteristic can be interpreted as 
a zero dimensional curvature measure on the space of polyhedra, and the higher 
dimensional geometric measures are similarly obtained. The usual numerical 
curvatures are naturally derived from the non-numerical curvature functions. 
(’ 1992 Academic Press. Inc 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The Gauss-Bonnet formula, Morse theory, and index theory are great 
achievements in the study of global geometry and topology of compact 
smooth manifolds. The understanding of these theories in the polyhedral 
situation was begun by Allendoerfer and Weil [AW], Brin [Br], Kuiper 
[Ku], Banchoff [Bal, Ba2], and others. A notable feature of their work is 
the employment of techniques from differential geometry, topology, and 
combinatorics. It has been recently found that such a study is closely 
related to the systematic study of polytopes and polyhedra from Rota 
[Roll by applying valuations in a more general setting on a distributive 
lattice; see the references of McMullen and Schneider [MS]. More 
recently, Budach [Bu], Cheeger, Miller, and Schrader [CM31, CMS2], 
Groemer [Gro], McMullen [Mel, Mc2, Mc3], Rota [ROE], Schanuel 
[Scl, Sc2] and others have shown more interesting and profound results 
in intertwined combinatorial, geometric, and topological methods. The 
present paper is substantially inspired by the work of Allendoerfer and 
Weil [AW], Banchoff [Ball, McMullen [MCI, Mc2], Rota [ROE], and 
Schanuel [Scl, Sc2]. We hope it is useful in the study of global properties 
of polyhedra via their local information. 
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In this paper, a self-contained treatment of geometric measure theory of 
polyhedra is presented in an elementary combinatorial fashion. We start 
with the examination of any open polytope by adding algebraically signed 
angle functions. Then we turn to the analysis of an arbitrary polyhedron 
by passage through a decomposition. The independence of choice of 
decompositions plays a crucial part. First of all, we establish the Gram- 
Sommerville theorem which generalizes similar results in [Mel, Mc2]. 
Then we introduce some valuation operators which lead to several dual 
forms, including the generalized Gauss-Bonnet theorem. The duality 
between the Gram-Sommerville and the Gauss-Bonnet formulas is 
demonstrated, and it reveals the relation between tangential curvature and 
Gaussian curvature of polyhedra. The classical generalization of the 
Gauss-Bonnet theorem can also be obtained by studying zero dimensional 
measures of polyhedra directly. The importance of this work lies in that 
unbounded, noncompact, or even nonlocally compact polyhedra are 
included. The analogues of higher dimensional geometric measures are 
reflected in the work of Cheeger, Miller, and Schrader [CMS2], Federer 
[Fel, Fe2], McMullen [Mel, Mc2], Rota [ROE], etc. The geometric 
interpretation of the measures is clear from our constructions. Our treat- 
ment of such higher dimensional measures overlaps somewhat with that of 
[CMS2, Fel, Fe2, Mel, Mc2, Ro2], but our methods are quite different, 
and there are some new results. Morse theory of noncompact and 
unbouonded polyhedra will be considered in future work. 
2. TANGENTIAL CURVATURE AND GAUSSIAN CURVATURE 
Let S be a set. Let 9’ be a family of subsets of S such that the empty 
set Qr E 9, A n B, A u BE 9 whenever A, B E 3’. Given an Abelian group 
G, a valuation p on Y is a map p: 3’ + G such that ~(125) = 0 and 
p(A u B) = p(A) + p(B) - p(A n B) for A, BE 9. If G is the field Irg of real 
numbers, p is usually called a measure on Y. The characteristic function of 
a subset A of S with values in a (united) commutative ring R is denoted 
by 1 A, and the set of all mappings from S to R is denoted by F(S). 
Let A be a finite dimensional afline space over an ordered field IF, and 
let V’ be the vector space associated with A. The order topolog?, of 5 is that 
generated by taking all open intervals as a base of open sets. Then A and 
V inherit usual topologies via the order topology on IF. By a polyhedron 
in A, we mean a subset of A obtained by taking unions, intersections, 
and complements of finitely many open half-spaces (x E A 1 q(x) < 0}, 
where cp: A + IF is affine linear, i.e., cp( tx + (1 - t) y) = q(x) + (1 - t) q(y) 
for X, YE A, t E IF. For example, for the field Q of rational numbers, 
(0, l] u (i> c Q is a Q-polyhedron, while (0, $) is not. An n-polytope is 
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an n-dimensional convex polyhedron. A convex polyhedral cone C of V is 
a convex polyhedron such that tu E C whenever v E C and t > 0. The interior 
of a polytope in the flat it spans is called an open polytope, and the interior 
of a convex polyhedral cone in the flat it spans is called an open convex 
polyhedral cone. The set of all open polytopes of A and the set of all open 
convex polyhedral cones of V are denoted by 9(A) and %( V), respectively. 
An open polytope F is called a fuce of an open polytope P if F = P or 
F= Pn H for a supporting hyperplane H of P, and this is denoted by 
F< P. A decomposition 9’ of a polyhedron P is a finite collection {PI). of 
open polytopes such that P = u, P, (disjoint union). The collection 3(W) 
of faces of members of 9 is called the f&e q~stem of P with respect to 9’. 
If F(9) is a decomposition of P, the closure of P, then 9 is called a 
regular decomposition of P. For a systematic study of compact polytopes of 
KY’, we refer the reader to [Grii]. Let B be another finite dimensional affine 
space over [F; a polyhedral map from a polyhedron P c A to a polyhedron 
Q c B is a map f: P--f Q of sets such that the graph G(f) c A x B off is 
a polyhedron. One should note that polyhedral maps need not be 
continuous, and it can be shown that the polyhedra and polyhedral maps 
form a category, called the categor)! qf polyhedra. Schanuel has given 
lectures that a classification of polyhedra up to isomorphism is given by 
two invariants, an “Euler characteristic’* in Z x Z and a “dimension” in 
ordered ideals of a partially ordered set (cf. [SC~]). 
Given an open n-polytope P, we define the tangential cones of P near 
any point p E A, any face F4 P, and infinity cr, as follows: 
C,(p)=(u~VJ3e>Os.t.p+tr~P,VO<t<~inIF), 
C,(F) = C,(q 1, q E F is arbitrarily fixed, 
C,(a) = { - 0 E 1’13q E P s.t. q + tz: E P, Vt > 0 in F1,. 
The vector space C,(P) is denoted by (P). With these cones we can asso- 
ciate their normal cones of P near any face F< P in a usual way, namely, 
C* = i.1~ E V* 1 ~(21) < 0 in 5, Vr E C). 
C;(F) = (C,(F))*, 
where C is a convex cone of V and V * is the dual space of V over IF. With 
these preparation we can introduce tangential and normal curvature 
functions of P near any face F< P and infinity co by setting 
Z-,(F) = (- l)dim”-‘l cp(F), 
TP(CO)=(-l)~~~‘~‘l~~)-(-l)~‘~‘~‘lCp,x,, 
K,(F) = (- l)d’m(P’Pd’m’F)l Cp*(F,, 
K,(m) = (- l)dim’P’l , t - (- 1 )d’m’P)-dim,(C’+x “1 ~In,,C,Cp,%) ,.,, 
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where dim,( C,( cc )) denotes the greatest dimension of subspaces of V con- 
tained in C,( cc) and Int,[(C,( cc))*] denotes the interior of (C,( co))* in 
the flat it spans. Note that r,(a) = 0 and KP( rx, ) = 0 if P is a bounded 
open polytope. In particular, if V is the Euclidean N-space RN, we can have 
notions of tangential and Gaussian curvatures of P near any face F< P 
and infinity cc as 
TV = (- l)d’m’F’Y,JCP(F) n B”)/d;p,(B”), n > 0, 
zp(a) = -( - l)d’“‘P’ Z(CP(~ 1 C-J B”)Izw)~ n > 0, 
tip(~) = (_ 1 )dim(P)-dim(F) 
~N(C;r(fl n BN)/sP,(BNL 
tip(m) = (- 1p-J - (- ,)dim(P)~dim,(Cp(oo))6CN((cp(CC))* ,-, BN)/~~(BN), 
where BN is the unit ball of (RN)* centered at the origin o, the dual space 
(RN)* of RN is identified with RN, B” = BN n (P), and YN and Pn are 
Lebesgue measures on RN and (P) respectively. Here we adopt the 
convention zlPj(p)=O for any PEA. 
Now, for an arbitrary polyhedron PC A, let B be a face system of P 
with respect to a decomposition 9, we are ready to define the following 
functions in an obvious extension: 
T,(F)= 1 T,(F), VFE B, 
F<Dt9 
&(f’) = c K,(F), VFE 9, 
F<Dt? 
KP(F)= c ~-D(F), VFE 9, 
F<DE~ 
Kp(@J)= c KD(a), 
DE9 
T,(F), TV, K,(F), and K~(F) are called the tangential curvature function, 
tangential curvature, normal curvature function, and Gaussian curvature of P 
near FE F u { cc } respectively. Note that K~(F) = 0 if dim(F) > 0. 
It is necessary to show that the above definitions for T,(W) and K,(cc) 
are independent of the choice of decompositions. To this end, we need the 
following lemma which is due to Groemer [Gro]. His statement is slightly 
different from ours, but the proof is substantially the same and so it is 
omitted here. The detailed proof can be found in [Ch, Theorem 2.2.5-J. 
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Let 9 be an intersectional class of open polytopes of A (i.e., 125 E .a and 
Pn Q E 9 if P, Q E 9) such that for each supporting hyperplane H of a 
member of 9, Pn HP, Pn H+, and Pn H belong to 4 whenever PE Y. 
A mapping jV from Y to a vector space A4 over IF is called weakl+v additive 
if i,(P)=i(PnH-)+A(PnH+)+i.(PnH) for every PE.~ and every 
supporting hyperplane H of members of 4. Let F(Y) be the set of all 
if-linear combinations of members of 4*, the set of all characteristic 
functions of elements of 9, and let U(J) be the set of all finite unions of 
members of 9. A A-integral is a fucntional on iF(.f) such that j”(f)= 
xi a,Eu(Ai) for S= C, ai 1 .4,. 
LEMMA 2.1 (Groemer’s extension theorem). Let 9 be an intersectional 
class of open polytopes of A satisfjing the above conditions, and let A: 
.a -+ M be a map such that I,(@) = 0. Then the following statements are 
equivalent : 
( 1) E. is weakly additive, 
(2) 9 permits a jti-integral on F(J), 
(3) i has a unique linear extension from 4* to F(Y), 
(4) i has a unique additive extension from X to U(9), 
(5) i is generally additive. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. The map T( CC ): Y(A) --, P(V) by P H TP( CD) and the 
map K( CC ): Y(A) + F( V* ) by P H KP( CC ) are weak!v additive. So TP( CD ) 
and KP( co ) are well defined for any polyhedron P. 
Proof Let H be a hyperplane of A. The proposition is trivial if 
PnH-=@ or PnH+=@. Consider the case PnH-#@#PnH+, 
then P n H # @. Let P- = P n H-, P+ = P n H+, P” = P n H, 
C=C,(co), C”=Cpo(05), C=C,-(ccl), and C’=C,+(co). Then 
dim(P-)=dim(P+)=dim(P), dim(PO)=dim(P)-1. We claim that (1) 
C=C-UC+, CO=CnC+, and (2) C* = (C-)* n (C’)*, (Co)* = 
(C-)* u (c+)*. 
For (1 ), it is obvious that C = C- u Co u C+, so it suffices to show Co = 
CnC+.For -~vC”,thereisaq~Posuchthatq+tv~Poforallt>O, 
Let pep-, thensp+(l-s)(q+tv)EP- forsEif (O<s<l)and t>O. Fix 
a t,>O, let t=t,/(l-s), then sp+(l-s)(q+tv)=sp+(l-s)q+t,v 
converges to a limit point p + t, v as s turns to 1. Thus p + t, D E P-. Since 
P ~ is an open polytope and p E P-, we have p + t, v E Pp. Therefore 
-v E C. Similarly, we can have UE Ct. So we get Co c C- n C+. On the 
other hand, for -vEC-nC+, there are PEP- and qeP+ such that 
p+tvEP- and q+tvEP+ for t>O. Then there exists a toelF (O<t,<l) 
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such that P,,=t,p+(l-t,)qEP’. Thus P,,+ tv~P’ for all t>O. So 
-v~CO,i.e., CnC’cCO. 
As for (2), (C- u C+)*=(C)* n (C’)* and (C-)* u (C’)* c (Co)* 
aretriviaI.ForyE:(Co)*,suppose,~~(C-)*u(Ct)*,thereareu~C~ and 
VECf such that y(u)>0 and .~(0)>0. Then su+(l-s)v~CuC+ 
for all s E 1F (0 6 s < 1) because C u C+ = C is convex. Thus there exists 
an so (06~~61) such that su+(l-s)v~C for O<sds, and 
su+(l-s)uEC+ for ~~6~61. Therefore sou+(l-so)v~C~nCC, 
and ~(so~+(l-so)v)=so~(u)+(l-so)~~(v)>O. This means that 
y$ (C- n C+)* = (Co)* which is a contradiction. 
Now, for the weak additivity of T( CE ), one can easily show by (1) that 
= (- l)dim(Pm)l io) _ (- l)dim(P-1 I,- + (- 1 )dlm(P+Jl (o: 
-(-I) dim(P) I,+ + (- 1 )dlm(P”)l lo: _ ( _ 1 pm(@)1 co 
=T,~(GC)+Tp+(CC,)+Tpa(CC). 
Hence T( co) is weakly additive. For K( a ), it can be shown that either 
dim,(C)=dim,(C-)=dim,(C+)=dim,(C’) or dim,(C)=dim,(C+)= 
dim&C’) =dim,(C)- 1. For the former case, we have Int,(C*) = 
Int,((C)*)nInt,((C+)*), Int,((C”)*)=Int,((C)*)uInt,((C+)*); for 
the latter case, Int,((CO)*)=Int,((C)*)u Int,(C*) u Int,((C+)*). In 
both cases, a similar straightforward calculation leads to 
Kp(CC;)=Kp-(CO)SKp+(GO)SKpn(CO). 
Thus K( co) is weakly additive. By Lemma 2.1, T( co ) and K( 00) are 
additive, so TP( 00 ) and KP( co ) are independent of decompositions of P. 1 
3. GENERALIZED GRAM-S• MMERVILLE THEOREM 
Let P be an arbitrary polyhedron of A. Let 9 be a face system of P with 
respect to a decomposition 69 of P. Then we have the following theorem. 
THEOREM 3.1 (Generalized Gram-Sommerville formula). 
c T,(F)= T,(m)+ : Tk(P, 9)=x(P) l,,,, (3.1) 
FEJ”U {m} k=O 
where r,(F, ~)=~FE,F,dimCFl=k T,(F), x(P)=& ( -l)/ic?k is the Euler 
characteristic of P, and ak is the number of open k-polvtopes in the decom- 
position 9. 
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ProoJ: It can be easily proved, via Lemma 2.1, that the Euler charac- 
teristic x(P) will be well defined by showing the weak additivity of the map 
x: 9(A) -+ L which is given by x(P) = ( - 1 )dim(P’. Actually, this fact can be 
verified directly without sacrifice of Lemma 2.1 as the following argument 
shows. 
(1) P is an open polytope. Let Y be a decomposition of P obtained 
by cutting P with hyperplanes H, ,..., H,. Since dim(P n H;) = 
dim(P n H:) = dim(P) and dim(P n H,) = dim(P) - 1, the Euler 
characteristic of P via 9, = {P n HI, P n H:, P n H, ). remains the same 
as ( - 1 )d’m’P’. Assume the Euler characteristic of P is not changed when D 
is cut by H, ,..., H, , into a decomposition $& ~, . Now for each D E 4 ~, , 
if D n H, = 0, then nothing will be changed for D; if D n H, # 0, the 
Euler characteristic of D via {D n Hi-, D n H:, D n H, ) is the same as 
(-1’ d’m’D’ by repeating the previous argument. Thus 
(2) P is an arbitrary polyhedron. Let 9, and 5?!2 be decompositions 
of P. Then 9il r\5$={D,nD2~D1~~,, D2~62J is a decomposition 
of P which is finer than both pi and &. Note that P can be cut by all 
supporting hyperplanes of members of 9, A $ to yield a decomposition 9 
liner than 9 A &. It turns out by (1) that 
C (-l)dMD1)= C 1 ( _ 1 )dim(DI = 
D,ELr, D,EL/, DEY.DCD, 
D;9 (- 1 )d’m’D) 
So the Euler characteristic x is well defined. 
(3) Furthermore, if P and Q are isomorphic polyhedra of A, that is, 
there is a bijection f: P + Q such that graph the G(f) off is a polyhedron 
of Ax A. Let (Gi> be a decomposition of G(f), then (P,=~c~(G;)} and 
{ Qi = nz(Gi) > are decompositions of P and Q respectively, where 7~~ and 7c2 
are usual projections from Ax A to the first and second components. 
Henceforth, 
X(p)=C(-l)dim'P~)=C(-l)dlm(Gi)=C(-l)dlm(Ql)=x(~). 
I I I 
Let us return to the proof of the equality (3.1) in Theorem 3.1. First, we 
assume that P is an open polytope. Note that the equality (3.1) is trivial 
at u = o in V because o E C,( cc ) and o $ C,(F) for each face F of P except 
F=P. 
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For v E C,( cci) and v # o, suppose v E C,(F) for a face F of P, but F# P. 
Let u = -u; there exists a q E P such that q + tu E P for t E IF, t > 0. By the 
convexity of P, (l-s)p+s(q+tfc)=(l-s)p+sq+tsu~P for sEiF, 
O<s<l and PEF. Let s=l/t for t>l, then (1 -s)p+sq+stu= 
(1 - 1,‘t) p + (l/t)q + u turns to the limit point p + u E P as t goes to infinity 
co. This means that UEC,(F). Thus o=(~)v+(f)u~C,JF) by the 
convexity of C,(F). This is a contradiction since 0 4 C,(F) for every face 
F< P except F= P. Hence for any v E C,( cz ), v does not belong to C,(F) 
for each face F of P except F= P. Therefore the equality (3.1) becomes 
trivial by the definitions of T,(cc ) and T,(P). 
For v 4 C,( m ), consider the projection x,.: A + A/-, where - is the 
equivalence relation on A given by s - y if and only if J’ = x + tn for some 
t E [F. Note that A/- is also an aftine space over [F. For each p E n,(P), 
n,‘(p) n P is bounded in the opposite direction of v. If n,‘(q)n P is a 
singleton for one point q E nr(P), it turns out that 7~~ ‘(p) n P is a singleton 
for every p E n,,(P) since n,. is afftne linear. Then v $ C,(F) for each face 
F< P including P itself. So the equality (3.1) holds obviously. Otherwise, 
n,‘(p) n P is a one dimensional open polytope bounded in the direction 
-v for each p E n,.(P). The set of end points of 71,: ‘(p) in the direction - u 
for every p E n,(P) forms an open polyhedral manifold B which is 
isomorphic to rr,.( P). Thus the value of the left side of (3.1) excluding TP( P) 
reads 
FEJLl(-l) 
dlm(F)=~(B) =x(71,,(p)) = -( - l)d’m’P). 
So the values of both sides of (3.1) at u are zero. Therefore the equality 
(3.1) is true for any open polytopes. 
For an arbitrary polyhedron P of A, let 9 be a face system of P with 
respect to a decomposition 9%; we have 
c T,(F) = 1 1 Z-,(F) + 1 T,(a) 
FESu(r: Dt9’ F<D DE9 
= D;p( .;, TD(F)+ TD(m)) 
-. 
The original Gram-Sommerville theorem is about the interior angle sum 
of compact polytopes of RN. McMullen extended it into unbounded closed 
polytopes [Mc2, Theorem 11. The following corollary is a further 
generalization of this result. 
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COROLLARY 3.2 (Classical generalization of Gram-Sommerville formula). 
Proqf: For each D ~9, let dim(D) = k, the mapping g-((D)) + R, 
defined by Ch d;v,( C n B”)/Yk(Bk) for li > 0 and by CH 0 for k = 0, is 
weakly additive, where Bk is the unit ball of (D) centered at the origin o. 
Thus 
c T,(F)= 2 c T,(F)+T,(x) =o. 1 FE .F ” ; ,I j DE9 ( I;< D 1 
There is a different way to define tangential curvature functions with 
closed eonvex polyhedral cones by setting 
I,(F) = (- 1) dlmlP)-dlmlF~Il~, 
Zp(m)= (-1)d’““‘l [,>; -(-l)d’m’P)~dlm’Cp(r)‘l,n,,(C.p,rI), 
where F is any face of the open polytope P. For an arbitrary polyhedron 
P of A, let 9 be a face system of P with respect to a decomposition 9; we 
can set by extension 
LEMMA 3.3. The map Z(a): b(A) + F(V) by PH Zp(cc ) and the map I: 
U(V)+F(V) by CH(-1) d’m(C’l c are bceakly additive. 
Proof: Let H be a hyperplane of A. It will be trivial if Pn H= 0. For 
the case P n H # 0, let the notations in the proof of Proposition 2.2 be 
taken into account. Note that dim(C) = dim( C- ) = dim(C+ ). Moreover, 
we have either ciim(C’) = dim(C) or dim(C’) = dim(C) - 1. In the former 
case, Int,(C) = Int,(C) = Int,(C+) = Int,(C’); in the latter case, Int,(C) = 
I&(C) u Int,(C’) u Int,(C’ ). In both cases, it can be easily verified that 
So Z(m) is weakly additive. For the weak additivity of Z, let C be an open 
polyhedral cone of V, and let H be a condimension one subspace of V. It 
is trivial if Cc H or Cn H= 0. Otherwise, let C = Cn HP, C+ = 
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CnH+, Co = Cn H; then dim(C) = dim(C+) = dim(C), dim(C’) = 
dim(C)-1, and C=C~uC+, co = C n C’. By a simple calculation, we 
have 
Thus I is weakly additive. 1 
According to Lemma 2.1, the above lemma shows that Ip( cc ) is well 
defined for any polyhedron P. The following lemma gives an explicit 
expression of IF(F) (cf. [Ch, Proposition 1.2.4]), and its proof is similar to 
the proof of Theorem 4.5. 
LEMMA 3.4. For an open polytope P, we have 
IF(F) = ( - l)dim(P)~d’m(F’lCp,F,~ VF< P. 
Let the valuation operator I of Lemma 3.3 act on the generalized Gram- 
Sommerville formula (3.1); it turns out by Lemma 3.4 that for any open 
polytope P, 
In T,(F) = I,(F), VF< P, 
10 T,(a)= ( -l)dim’P’l (~: - (- l)dim(P)-dim(G) c I,(F) 
s c .Y 
= (- l)dim(PJl io) - (- l)dim(P)--dim(GJ~~~,~ ,(G) 
= (- f)dim(Pll [o) - (- l)dim(P)--dlm(C‘p(~x~II1,nt,,Cp,~,), 
where 9’ is the natural decomposition of C,( acr ), and G is the greatest 
subspace contained in C,(co). So we have the following theorem. 
THEOREM 3.5. 
c IP(F)=Ip(m)+ ; I,(P,W=x(P)l;,,, 
FEY” {Oo] k=O 
where Ikcpy F) = CFE$,dim(f)=k IP(F). 
(3.2) 
4. GENERALIZED GAUSS-BONNET THEOREM 
The Gauss-Bonnet theorems for compact Euclidean polyhedra and 
compact Riemannian polyhedra were obtained long ago [AW, Br]. Our 
approach for unbounded, noncompact, or even nonlocally compact 
polyhedra seems new and natural. The following lemma will be needed in 
the proof of the so-called generalized Gauss-Bonnet formula. 
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LEMMA 4.1. The mapping K: %( V) + F( V * ) defined by C H 
C-1) dim(C)1 C. is ,ceakljl additive. 
Proof: Let H be a hyperplane of V passing through the origin o. The 
lemma will be trivial if Cn HP = @ or Cn H+ = @. If Cn H- # $3 # 
Ci-IH+, then Pn H#@, dim(Cn HP)=dim(Cn H+)=dim(C) and 
dim(C n H) = dim(C) - 1. Similarly to the proof of Proposition 2.2, we 
have C*=(CnH-)*n(CnH+)*. (CnH)*=(CnHp)*u(CnHt)*. 
Thus K(C) = K( C n H ~ ) + K( C n H+ ) + K( C n H) by a simple calculation. 
So K is weakly additive, and by Lemma 2.1, K is a valuation. 1 
Let the valuation operator K act on the generalized Gram-Sommerville 
formula (3.1). It turns out by Theorem 4.5 that for an open polytope P, 
Kc T,,(F) = K,(F), VF< P, 
K~ TV = (- f)dlml”)l I.* - ( - 1 )dlmfP)-dlmlC) ,fy KS(G) 
=(-l)dlm(P)ll.*-(-l)dlm(P)~~dlm(C;)KCp,,)(~) 
= (- 1 )‘-PJl ~,’ - (- 1 pm(P) -dwNC’p( Lc “1 ,n,,l(~.p,,z ))‘,, 
where Y is the natural decomposition of C,(co) and G is the greatest 
subspace of V contained in C,(CO). Then we obtain the following theorem. 
THEOREM 4.2 (Generalized Gauss-Bonnet formula). 
N 
c Kp(F)=Kp(m)+ c Kk(P,9)=x(P)lr’r, (4.1) 
Ft.Su :x>; k=O 
where K,(F. 9) = &G.F.d,,,,(F)=k K,(P). 
In the above theorem, if V is the Euclidean N-space RN, we can identify 
the dual space (RN)* with RN. Integrating both sides of the above formula 
over the unit ball BN and dividing both sides by diO,(F’), we have the 
following corollary. 
COROLLARY 4.3 (Classical generalization of Gauss-Bonnet formula). 
c Kp(P)= c Kf4P) = X(P)> psR”ujzj pEI u(x) 
where Y is the set of all vertices of P. 
It can be shown that for any point p E RN, tip(p) is well defined by the 
weakly additive map K(P): 9(RN) -+ IFB given by PH am. Corollary 4.3 
can be directly proved without the generalized Gram-Sommerville formula 
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(3.1). Similarly to the case of tangential curvature functions, we can 
construct other normal curvature functions with open normal cones for an 
open polytope P, 
E,(F) = (- 1 )dim(P’lI”t,(Cp’(F,), VF< P, 
EP(CCI)=(--l)d’m(P)l~T((Cp(o))*), 
where %?((C,(co)*) means the complement of (C,(co)* in V*. For an 
arbitrary polyhedron P c A with a face system 9 with respect to a decom- 
position 9 of P, we can similarly define the following normal curvature 
functions via extension: 
E,(F)= c E,(F), VFE 9, 
F<Dt9 
EP(a)= c ED(cc,). 
DtY 
It can be easily verified that EP( co ) is well defined by showing that the map 
P(A) + F( V*), given by P H EP( co), is weakly additive. The following 
theorem can be proved by having the valuation operator (in the sense of 
closed convex cones) E: $?( I’*) + F( V*) act on the generalized Gauss- 
Bonnet formula (4.1), where E is defined by E(C) = ( - 1 )dim’ V)-dim’C) 1 intrcC,, 
and 4( I’*) is the set of all closed convex polyhedral cones with apex o in 
I’*. Note that EoKoT,(F)=E,(F) for F<P and EoKoT,(oo)=E,(a3) 
by Theorem 4.5 if P is an open polytope. So we have 
THEOREM 4.4. 
c E,(F)=E,(~)+ : E,(P,~)=x(P)~..., (4.2) 
FtTu {,m] k=O 
The following theorem therefore gives the relation between the normal 
curvature functions of an open polytope P and its closure is. 
THEOREM 4.5. For any face F of an open polytope P, we have 
KM) = 1 -Int,(C;(F))’ 
Eg( F) = ( - 1 )dim’F)l ~ cpt(FJ 
Proof: Let 9 be the natural face system of C,(F), and let dim(P) = n. 
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(1) C,(F) is an open simplicial cone. In this case, F is a singleton 
[p}, and C,(p) is pointed. Let L, ,..., L, be the one dimensional faces of 
CAP); then 
1 L.?” ... “L;: = c (-lYL;n .AL,;’ 
I,< ... <lk 
Thus 
lV*+ 1 (-l)~lL~n...rL:k=lI’*-lL;“...“L:. 
I,< ... <IL 
Therefore 
Kp(p)= c (-l)di”‘~)lg*=lI..*\(L;“...“L~) 
DE9 
1 = (KL;ln ..‘nwL;l =I- Int,(C’p(F)). 
(2) C = C,(F) is an arbitrary open pointed cone. Given an (n - l)- 
dimensional subspace H of V, let C, = C,(p) n H-, Cz = C,(p) n H+, and 
C3 = C,(p) n H; we claim that 
In fact, by the valuation property of operator K, it turns out that 
K&J)= 1 K,(p)= c (-l)dim’D’lD*= 1 K(1,) 
DE9 DEC? DE9 
=K =K(l~)=K(lsi,+lc~-lcj) 
=K(lc,)+K(l,,)-K(l,,)=Kc,(o)+K~~(o)-K,,(o). 
If the theorem is true for C,, C,, and Cj, it follows that 
G(P) = 1 -~nt,cc;) + 1 -ant, - 1 -~nt,tc~j = 1 --~ntr~~~~p))~ 
Note that C,(p) can be divided into a disjoint union of finitely many open 
simplicial cones by some (N- 1) dimensional subspaces of V. So it is 
generally valid for open pointed cones by induction. 
(3) C,(F) is not a pointed cone. Let Y be the natural face system of 
the open pointed cone (F)‘n C,(F), where (F)’ is a subspace of V such 
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that V= (F) 0 (F)“. Then each DE 9 can be written as D = (F) @ S for 
exactly one SE Y, and vice versa, thus D* = (F) * n S*. Therefore 
Kp(F) = 1 K,(F) = 1 (- l)d’m’S’l <F>* ~ S. 
DE9 SE.Y 
= <F)* 1 c (-l)dim(S)lS*= l@.)’ c K(1,) 
s l .v SLY’ 
= l<F)*K(l<F)L.nCpo) 
= l,,,*l -1 -I”l,[(<F)~ n c-p(F))‘1 - -~wC*plmJ~ 
The formula for E,(F) can be similarly proved by the valuation property 
of operator E. 1 
COROLLARY 4.6. 
tiP(P)=(-l)dim(P)Kp(p), VpEw (4.3) 
Remark. We have known that Theorem 3.1 implies Theorem 4.2 by 
having the valuation operator K act on the generalized Gram-Sommerville 
formula (3.1); and Theorem 4.2 implies Theorem 4.4 by having the 
valuation operator E act on the generalized Gauss-Bonnet formula (4.1). 
Similarly, Theorem 3.5 can be obtained by having the valuation operator 
K’: @(V*) 4 F( V**) N F( V), defined by K’(C) = (- l)dim(C”-dim(C1lC*, act 
on the formula (4.2); and the generalized Gram-Sommerville formula (3.1) 
can be similarly derived from the formula (3.2) via the valuation operator 
(in the sense of closed convex cones) I’: g(V) + F(V) which is given by 
Z’(C) = ( - 1 )dirn’C’l n&(C). This shows the equivalence and duality of 
Theorems 3.1, 3.5, 4.2, and 4.4. 
For a polyhedron P of A, let 9 be a face system of P with respect to 
a decomposition 9. Let g be an affrne linear isomorphism of A; then g 
induces an isomorphism of the associated vector space V which is denoted 
by the same g. The isomorphism g of V induces an isomorphism g*: 
V* + V* defined by g*(f)(u) =f(g-‘(0)) for f~ V* and UE V. If we 
set T,(P, F) = O,(F), I,(P, F) = d,(F), K&P, F) = g*KAFh E,(P, F) = 
g*E,(F), we have the following relations: 
T,(P, F) = T&F), 
Z,(f’, F) = Z,,C gF)> 
Kg(R F) = K&F), 
E,(P, F) = E,,( Cl. 
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5. HIGHER DIMENSIONAL MEASURES 
It has been shown that for any point PE iw”, the mapping K: U(Y) -+ 
F( K!“‘), defined by ti(P)( p) = K,,(P) for PE U(P), is a valuation. The 
geometric measures on U(Y) in all dimensions can be constructed by 
applying the valuation ti in this section. Let P be a polyhedron of iw”. 
Given a k-dimensional plane 4 of IWN, where 0 <k < N, let <’ denote the 
orthogonal complement of t in [WN, that is, t’ = {.Y E [w” 1 X(U - uU) = 0, 
VUE 0, where u0 E < is arbitrarily fixed. Let Ip, be the Lebesgue measure on 
5; we introduce the functions 
where E is a Lebesgue measurable set of lRN and & is the Radon transform 
of ft. K”(P) is called the k-dimensional curvature measure of P. 
LEMMA 5.1. Let P be a polyhedron of RN. Let 9 be a face s)vstenz of P 
with respect to a decomposition 9. Given a k-plane 5 of IWN, iJ‘( n F # F -for 
each FE 4, then f<( 5 ) = 0. So 
/?(P) = (5.1) 
whenever B is a regular decomposition. 
Proof 
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If dim(5 n S) < k, then 
If dim(5 n S) = k, then dim(S) > k because ir n S # 5’. Thus 
S n (X + i’) c D n (X + tl) contains a line segment across the point 
x E 5 n S. Therefore C Dn ,, +:1,(.x) is not a pointed cone. It turns out that 
k.,,,,+;l,(x)=Ofor xE[nS.Sofc(~)=O. m 
THEOREM 5.2 (Existence). xk(k = 0, 1, 2,..., N) are isometric invariant 
measures on the distributive lattice of bounded polyhedra in every Euclidean 
space RN, and all K”, are Bore1 measures on RN for each bounded polyhedron 
PCRN. 
Proof. Note that for any p E RN, the map K(P): G$(RN) + R, given by 
CH K=(P), is weakly additive, where %7JrWN) is the set of all open convex 
cones with the apex p. So we have 
Let R” be the direct sum of countably many copies of R. Let I@ = 
R u { +_ cc > u (* >. The arithmetic operations on @ are defined as follows: 
(*00)+(TCO)=*,a+*=*=*+a, -*=*,a.*=*=*.a, VaER,a#O. 
We can define K(P) = (K’(P), k.‘(P), k-‘(P),...) for each polyhedron PC RN, 
where RN is canonically embedded in R”, and K~( P) = * if ~k( P) is neither 
a real number nor + co. K(P) is called the size of P by Schanuel [Scl]. It 
can be shown that P is a bounded polyhedron of some RN if and only if 
K(P) E R”. Note that K’(P) = x(P) is always an integer. 
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COROLLARY 5.3. xk (k=O, I, 2,...) are isometric invariant measures on 
the Boolean algebra of all polyhedra of RN c IF! =. For each polyhedron P, all 
K", are Bore1 measures OH iw’. 
It can be shown that all the isometric invariant measures on the set of 
all polyhedra can be expressed in linear combinations of ti’, k-l...., kN. We 
will not come to this point, and we refer the reader to Rota’s note CR021 
in which it is simply treated by making use of symmetric functions. 
PROPOSITION 5.4. Let P be atz open polytope of RN. Then 
&P) = (- 1 )dlm(-kKX-(p), k = 0, 1 ,..., N. (5.2) 
ProoJ 
tik(Fy= c [ K- Pn,r+;ll(~~) dYk(s) (By Corollary 4.6) 
;cA(N.k) 5 
= it;N k, $ (-l)dim’P’~kK~,,.~+;~)(-Y) d%.(X) 
=(-I) dim(P) kKk(p). 1 
Let Isom([WN) be the group of all isometries of lRN. Let A(N, k) be the 
set of all afftne k-dimensional planes of RN, called the afline Grassmann 
manifold of k-planes of [WN. Let G(N, k) be the set of all k-dimensional 
subspaces of IwNy, called the Grassmann manifold of k-spaces of IWN. Note 
that Isom(P”) acts transitively on A(N, k). Let SRr- be the isotropy group 
of the action about the k-plane [Wk. There is a one to one correspondence 
between SN,k = O(k) x O(N - k) x T, and S,i, that is, 
where Tk is the translation group of [Wk which can be identified with UP. 
Then A(N, k)) N Isom( lRN)/SN,k. If Bk and 8N-, denote the Haar measures 
on the orthogonal groups O(k) and O(N- k) such that 8,(0(k)) = 1 and 
B,-,(O(N-k)) = 1, respectively, then the product measure @N,k = 8, x ON-k 
is an Haar measure on O(k) x O(N- k) satisfying eN,k(SN.k)= 1. Define a 
measure bN.& on Isom(lWN) by setting 
aN,k(E) = c (@N,k ’ %)((@) n sN,k) 
CIPI E ~somlR”)/&.k 
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for any measurable subset E of Isom(R’“). For instance, a,.,(E) = f/El for 
E c Isom(R). For a bounded polyhedron P of RN, 
where mN,k is the counting measure on Isom(RN)/S,,. If we identify Tk 
with Rk, it turns out that for any polyhedron Q c R”, any fixed y E Rk, and 
any f .c O(k) x O(N- k), 
= s Wk ‘Qn (.o?@-~)(~> O) d%(x). (5.4) 
Note that (5.4) is independent of j By integrating both sides of (5.4) over 
O(k) x O(N- k) and applying the Fubini theorem, we have 
I 
SN.k 
Kti(Q)n(.ba, WRY? O) d(eN,k X %.)(ll/) 
CC= 
I wk KQn,.x.RN-“)(x> 0) d-%(x). (5.5) 
Substitute (5.5) with Q = q(P) into (5.3) and apply the Fubini theorem 
again; it turns out that 
Kk(P)= j K 
ISOrn(R”) 
q~P(Pln(y.F+~)(.h O) daN,kt~). 
Similarly, for any fixed k-plane 4: E A(N, k) and any fixed y E C, we can get 
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For a bounded open polytope P, it is easy to show by the construction 
of t?(P) the Steiner’s formula 
YN(P+5(r))= i (-l)d’m’P)-kC((N-k)rN~kti~(P), 
k=O 
where B(r) is the ball of radius r of [w.’ centered at the origin o and 
a(N- k) is the volume of the unit ball of dimension N - k. It follows from 
Proposition 5.4 that 
L!&(P+B(r))= f a(N-k)r”-“K”(P). 
k=O 
(5.6) 
On the other hand, for a compact convex subset E of R”, one can find in 
Federer’s book [Fe2, pp. 2711 the formulas 
1 
ikcE) = b,(N, k) 
and 
-%(E+ B(r))= $ a(N-k)rN--kjk(E), 
k = 0 
(5.7) 
where 
b’,(N, k) = T[(k+ 1)/2-j T[(N-k+ 1)/2] 
r[(N+ 1 PI ~[IWI ’ 
r is the gamma function, O*(N, k) is the set of all orthogonal projections 
from RN onto L@, and 8%,, is the Haar measure on O*(N, k) such that 
t?z,,(O*(N, k))= 1. Then r?(p)=jk(B) for k =O, l,..., N by comparing the 
coefficients of (5.6) and (5.7). Thus, for an arbitrary polyhedron Q of RN 
with a decomposition 9. we get 
xk(Q)= c K"(D) (by Proposition 5.4) 
DE9 
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for z = (x, y) in the flat that F = F, x F, spans. It follows that 
K~(PxQ,= C s K (PnQ)nl:+ <F)L,(=) dyk(=) 
dim(FI=k F 
KQn(~~+<Fz>Lil’) dq(Y) = 2 K’(P) K’(Q). 1 
i+,=k 
Let P be a polyhedron of EN with a face system 9 with respect to a 
decomposition 9, and let (FN)* be identified with EN by the inner product 
(x, y) = xi xi yj. We can similarly define k dimensional normal curvature 
functions Kk( P) and Kt( P) for r > 0 by setting 
Kk(P)= 1 c K,(F) * IF> 
K:(p)= c c CKdF)nB(rIl * fF, 
where k = 0, l,..., N, and * is Minkowski multiplication (cf. [Ch, Sect. 2.21). 
Kk(P) and K:(P) are well defined, that is, independent of choice of decom- 
positions of P, modulo the equivalence relation w of F([FN) given by f N g 
if and only if {XE EN/f(x) # g(x)} is contained in the union of finitely 
many hyperplanes of EN. One can easily show that Kk and KF are valua- 
tions on the set of polyhedra in EN, that is, 
Kk(puQ)=Kk(P)+Kk(Q)-Kk(PnQ), 
K~(PuQ)=K;(P)+K;(Q)-K;(P~Q) 
for polyhedra P and Q of EN. The following theorem is easily proved (cf. 
[Chl, Sects. 2.2 and 2.31). 
THEOREM 5.7. 
Kk( P) = 
1 







Kk(Px Q)= c K’(P) * K’(Q), 
i+,=k 
where P, Q and P x Q are polyhedra of IF”, F”, and Em+“, respectively, 
k = 0, 1 ,..., m + n. 
6. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
A notable feature of this paper is that our considered spaces can be any 
noncompact and unbounded polyhedra, not even locally compact. Note 
that polyhedra are the simplest stratified spaces, so our treatment provides 
a possibility of studying spaces with stratifications such as semialgebraic 
sets. In order to study the global properties of stratified spaces via their 
local information, a thorough understanding of the global-local theory of 
polyhedra is necessary. Our investigation at least reveals that for a non- 
compact space, its “completion,” a certain compact space which contains 
the given space, has to be considered; and the stratification of the given 
space is a technique to make the singularities on the given space tameable. 
In the compact situation, it turns out that the underlying space is the com- 
pact ambient space by itself. It is hoped that the Gauss-Bonnet theorem, 
Morse theory, and index theory can be realized for certain stratified spaces. 
There is an open problem about how to build up a homology theory which 
is not a homotopic invariant, but only a homeomorphic invariant, and 
whose Euler characteristic satisfies the valuation property. 
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